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Technical improvements to the
projection tachistoscope

WILHELM R. GLASER
University of Tubingen, Tiibingen, Federal Republic of Germany

Three disadvantages ofthe usual projection tachistoscope are discussed. Because oflow mechan
ical precision, stimulus alignment is difficult. Because of rather low focal distances of the projec
tion lenses, the stimuli provide visual angles that are often larger than desired, and the photo
graphic shutters are noisy, are relatively inert, and have a limited service life. A new construction
is described that avoids these disadvantages with a modified configuration of commercial ele
ments: stable and precise mounting of the single channels, a double-lens projection system, and
a noiseless, fast mechanical shutter based on a limited-rotation motor.

Since the microcomputer has become standard equip
ment in the psychological laboratory, there has been an
increasing trendto use itsCRT monitor as a tachistoscope.
A great deal of research with controlled visual stimula
tioncanbe conducted at drastically lowered technical costs
on computers, because the stimuli are designed, changed,
and displayed via softwarecontrol simply by using ade
quately written programs.

However, because theCRT-generated picture is sequen
tially writtenby a singlerapidlydeflected electronbeam,
conventional tachistoscopes needto be used for someap
plications. Theyare particularly usefulif structurally rich
stimulithat cover large areas are to be presentedat inter
vals and durations ofless than the 16.7 or 20 msec (de
pending on line frequency, 60 or 50 Hz) of the electronic
raster pulse or beyond an integral multiple thereof. The
traditional tachistoscopes provide timing that is unre
stricted by the video time base, a truly synchronous ex
posureof the wholestimulus field, a practically unlimited
spatial resolution, and, when using mechanical shutters,
a complete and rapid fade-out after exposure(see Rayner
& Pollatsek, 1983).

The mirror and the projectiontachistoscopes differ in
the following ways:

1. The mirror tachistoscope requiresthat the stimulibe
prepared in the to-be-presented size, whereasthe projec
tion tachistoscope requires 35-mmtransparencies. There
fore, the stimulusmaterialsare inconvenient for the mir
ror tachistoscope. On the other hand, they can be made
by every graphic technique, whereas the stimuli for the
projection tachistoscope must be photographed.

The development of the instrument described herewasfinancially sup
ported by Grant GI 121/1 of the DeutscheForschungsgemeinschaft. I
am indebted to Hugo Kehrer and Gerhard Schnerr, the chiefs of the
mechanical and electronicsworkshop of the Psychological Instituteat
Tiibingen. They designed and manufactured the mechanical mounting
of the instrumentand the electronicdriver for the shutter. The help of
SallyBellows inanswering questions concerning English usageis grate
fully acknowledged. Requests for reprints should be sent to Wilhelm
R. Glaser, Psychological Institute, University of Tubingen, Friedrich
strasse 21, D-7400 Tiibingen, Federal Republic of Germany.

2. In addition to the sizeof the stimuli, the viewing dis
tance and the viewing angle of the stimuli are fixed by
the construction of the mirror tachistoscope. The projec
tion tachistoscope, particularly with the modifications
presented below, permits wideand independent variations
of stimulus size, viewing distance, andviewing angle. Be
cause in the mirror tachistoscope the stimuliare large in
relation to the mechanical tolerances of theapparatus, the
alignmentof stimuli in different channels is superior to
that of the usual projection tachistoscope. Furthermore,
if highacuityand resolution are required, then the direct
view of the stimuli in the mirror tachistoscope that has
no picture-generating optics (except the plane-parallel
semipermeable glass plates) is best.

3. With the projection tachistoscope it is easy to pro
videcomputer-controlled automatic stimulus selection be
causefastand reliable random-access slideprojectors are
commercially available. Devices thatautomatically change
the stimulus cards in a mirror tachistoscope are expen
sive, inconvenient, and slow; thus automatic control is
often rejected and the stimuli changed by hand.

4. In the mirror tachistoscope, the stimuli are illumi
nated by electronically controlled gas discharge lamps.
They are practically not inert at stimulus onsetand reach
their full intensity within less than 1 msec. The stimulus
offset, however, shows an exponential decay with time
constants in the range of some 15 msec. The color and
intensity of light emission change rapidly when these
lamps grow old, so that repeated adjustments become
necessary. In the projectiontachistoscope, the projection
beams are generated by incandescent lamps andcontrolled
by photographic shutters. Theseshutters exhibit somedis
advantages that are discussed below in more detail.

As a whole, the standard commercial projection
tachistoscope, as described in most catalogs, has three
deficiencies when compared with the mirror tachisto
scope. These can be overcome by the improvements
described below.

First, it is usuallydifficult to adjust the opticalaxes of
twoor morechannels withthe necessary precision for the
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spatial alignment of the stimulus components (see Fraser,
Lishman, & Parker, 1987). This problem is solved by put
ting each channel on a separate optical bench with stable
mounting and exact adjustment screws (Figure 2).

Second, the usual projection lenses have a fixed focal
distance of about 90 mm so that the 24 x36 mm slide is
projected at 53 x 80 em from a distance of 2 m. A sub
ject sitting 1.5 m away from this projection has a view
ing angle of about 20° x 30° , which is too large for most
psychological applications. The use of lenses with larger
focal distances is restricted because their correspondingly
larger apertures require photographic shutters with large
diameters. Such shutters are heavy, expensive, noisy, and
relatively slow. They require strong power electronics for
operation and have a limited service life. Therefore, an
optical system is required with a long and variable effec
tive focal distance of usually more than 180 mm. It should
have a small aperture at the shutter location. This problem
is solved by using two lenses, as shown in Figure la. The
first lens (1:2.8/50 mm) generates a reduced, real, and
inverted image, which is projected onto the screen by the
second lens (1:2.5/90 mm). The resulting effective focal
distance of this system is given by the reduction ratio of

the first lensxthe focal distance of the second. This reduc
tion ratio depends only on the distance between the film
inside the projector and the first lens. It is therefore eas
ily adjusted within a broad range by displacing the first
lens on the optical bench. The distance between both
lenses is equal to the sum of the image distance from the
first lens and the focal distance of the second lens for a
clear projection on the screen.

Third, the photographic shutters have some disadvan
tages if used in projection tachistoscopes. As mentioned,
they are unfavorable with large lenses, and they produce
a loud noise during operation that is an acoustical
nuisance. Their inertia cannot be ignored; for example,
a frequently used shutter in Europe (Compur electronic
m 3 with 4G-mm aperture) has a latency for opening or
closing of about 8 msec and a transition time of about
6 msec. The minimum full-open time is about 10 msec,
and the minimum interval between two cycles is
500 msec. Using the double-lens optics described above
also solves this problem.

The photographic shutter is replaced by a simple flap
that is fixed by a ring and a binding screw on the axis
of a limited-rotation motor (R4-l55; MFE Corporation,
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Figure 1. &sentials of the improved tachistoscope: (a) the modified optical system (not drawn to correct scale), (h) the flap, (c) the

electronic driver, (d) the time diagram of the nap's response to a step function at driver input at t=O. The nap is made of spring-quaiity
brass, 0.1 and 0.5 mm thick, with tin soldering. All measures are given in millimeters.



Salem, NH 03079). This motor is specially designed for
optical scanning and related purposes. The form and
dimensions of the flapare shownin Figure lb. It is made
from spring-quality brass of O.I-mm thickness for the
trapezoidand of 0.5-mm thickness for the stem. The axis
of the motor is mounted in parallel to the optical axis of
the projection system (see Figure 2, No.3) so that the
trapezoidal part of the flap interrupts or releases the
projection beam betweenfirst lens and reduced image if
the motor turns by ± II 0 •

Of course, the usefulness of this simpleshutter mecha
nismdependson the flap's reachinga sufficientvelocity.
The flap has a weight of 1.3 g and an inertia of
7.3 gxcm'. Togetherwith the physicalcharacteristics of
the motor (see MFE Corporation, 1980), this leads to a
calculatednatural frequency of 70 Hz and thus complete
peak-to-peak movement in 7 msec. The driving elec
tronics mustprovidea fast current changeagainstcoil in
ductanceand back electromotiveforce. The circuitry, as
shown in Figure lc, is adequate for that. We choose a
steady-state voltage of ±3.5 V, thus obtaining a steady
deflection of the flapby ±II 0 witha currentof ±320 rnA.
To judge the usefulnessof this shutter, the time-way dia
gram of the flap correspondingto the step functionof the
electronic driver at t=O was measured. It is shown in
Figure ld, Apparently, there is a latency of 2.5 msec. By
0.5 msec later, a distanceof only 30 is covered, whereas
the speed has almostcompletely reached its maximum of
5.7 0 per millisecond. After an additional 3 rnsec, 180 are
covered, followed by a deceleratedtransition into the fi
nal positionduringthe next 1.5 msec. All of thesevalues
proved highly stable and reproducible within ± lO-Jtsec
limits. Therefore, the tachistoscope has a latency of
3 msec and a transition time of 3 msec whenthe vertical
measureof the projectionbeam is equal to the central 150

of the flap's movement. With the dimensions of the flap
given in Figure lb, a beamof about 13 mmdiametercan
be switched. Because the system of projection lenses
described aboveprovidesa beamdiameter in this magni
tude at the shutter location, a physically precise tachisto
scope results.

Compared with the conventional projection tachisto
scope, the system described here has the following ad
vantages: (1) The channelscan be preciselyadjusted for
an exact superpositionof stimuluscomponents. (2) The
systemof two projectionlensesprovidesstimulus dimen
sions that are more adequatefor most psychological pur
poses. Thesedimensions can easilybe variedandadjusted
to the desired projectionand viewingdistances.The pos
sible use of the full24x 36 mmfilm fieldfor smallvisual
angles increases the precision of the stimulus alignment
betweenthe channels. (3) The mechanical shutteris prac
tically noiseless andabouttwiceas fastas thephotographic
shutter. It permits the fast repetition of the cycle up to
frequencies of some 70 Hz, that is, sufficiently beyond
fusion frequency. Because it has only one moving part,
its service life is almost unlimited.
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There are also disadvantages, however. The mechani
cal mounting based on one optical bench per channel is
not inexpensive, although it poses no problems for a
mechanical workshop. The limited-rotation motoris more
expensivethan the cheaper photographic shutters. Also,
because there are two lenses in each channel, the inten
sity of the projection is lowered by about the factor two.
These lensesmustbe carefullyselected to maintain a high
resolutionbecausethe aberrationsare superposed on one
another. After extensivetests and calculations, we chose
an enlargement lens (Rodenstock Rodagon 1:2.8/50 mm)
for the first lens and a projection lens (Leitz Colorplan
1:2.5/90 mm) for the secondlens. Excellent resultswere
obtained with two high-fidelity lenses (Rodenstock
Apo-Rodagon 1:2.8/50 mm; Kodak Retinar 2000
1:2.5/93 mm); however, theywereveryexpensive (about
$380 for each channel).

Building the tachistoscope is not particularly difficult
for the mechanical and electronics workshops usually
found at experimental psychology laboratories because all
critical parts-that is, random-access projectors, lenses,
optical benches, andelectronic components-are commer
cially available. Only the flap mustbe assembled accord
ing to specific directions (see Figure Ib).l One minor
technical problem must be mentioned: According to the
Maxwell theory of projection systems, the condenser
lenses of the projector must be adjusted to the position
of the first projection lens in order to provide constant
illumination of the wholestimulus field. We obtainedthe
best results with Kodak Carousel projectors by arrang
ing the thermal filter and two plane-eonvex condenser
lenses as shown in Figure la.

The essentialmechanical details of a singlechannelof
the instrument are shown in Figure 2. Two channelscan
easilybe mounted sideby side. A third anda fourthchan
nel are best locatedabovethe first and secondwith some
lateral displacement. Two minor details that are not con
tained in Figure 2 needto be mentioned. Because theusual
lens is removed from the projector, some spread light
emerges. It is kept away from the screen by a circular
shield of black cardboard with about 15 em diameter
aroundthe first lens (marked number 2 in Figure 2). Fur
thermore, we mounted a plane-parallel glass plate of
6 x 6 cm with an angle of 45 0 into the projection beam
beyond the second lens (number 4 in Figure 2) in order
to mirror somelighton a phototransistor. This phototran
sistorallowscomputermonitoring of the real stimulus on
set. We use its signal for an exact reactiontime measure
ment and a current check of correct shutter operation.

The instrumenthas been used in about 20 experiments
since 1985with about 200,000 double-stimulation trials.
The only technical problem was that the stem of the flap
showeda tendency to break near the solderingpoint with
the mounting ringafter some20,000trials,due to the high
torsional acceleration. This problem apparently can be
solved by broadening the connection with the ring and
making round the adjacent corners, as is shown in
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Figure 2. Mechanical mounting of one channel: (1) projector, (2) rll'St lens (without spread-light shield), (3) torque motor with nap,
(4) second lens, (5) optical bench, (6) projector support with four adjustment screws, (7) pivot for vertical axis (no load), (8) two support
ing bolts (lateral axis; adjustment around longitudinal axis), (9) third supporting bolt (with bearing nut for vertical adjustment, circular
slot for lateral adjustment, and locking counter-nut), (10) frame (welded section iron; wooden panels). Measures are given in millimeters.

Figure lb. We achieved the complete timing of stimulus
selection and exposure using a Hewlett-Packard Type
1000 minicomputer, which permitted efficient timing,
control, and registration of all experimental variables with
low programming effort.
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NOTE

1. A small numberof flapscan be obtainedwithoutcharge from the
author.
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